
2143 – The Haymoor – 12/01/20 

 
BBC weather predicting tsunamis again for Monday and Tuesday but 
what do we care it’s a Hash day. 
 
Deepest Canford Heath today, Cream Crackered and Milky Bar Kid are 
the Hares. 
Hares report, dust blown away, we are monitoring the Mini, Main is on its 
own. 

Well it didn’t take long, even TP spotted me with a container of flour, so the 
secret hare was rumbled. 
 
Stupidly I let the pack check it out. Bad move, to make a story short, I hadn’t 
got a clue where the first bit of the trail went, plus quite a few other bits as 
well, but Spotted Dicks trail from the other week was still visible. 
Chippendale was ace at spotting the old trail, clueless to the new trail. Net 
result was he, under the encouragement of SD went off completely the 
wrong way. 
With great fortitude and spirit, I managed to get most back on track, 
possibly, maybe. For some reason there are lots of mini around me but no 
sign of the Mini hares. Still, I had a printed map which didn’t help at the 
start. Get to the three monkeys’ bench for a SD photo shoot. Still haven’t a 
clue where we should go next, but we try winging it, which seem to work; 
hadn’t walked this bit yesterday. 
 
Finally get to a point I recognized, shame the Main doesn’t seem to be with 
us as they were following C and Circus Boy (haven’t seen him for an age). 
Trail must go left or right, find dust is on the right so this proves wrong. 
Doesn’t matter, down the hill and up the hill we go, and down to the top 
again. Yeah, finally meet with the MBC, back on track definitely for sure. 
 
Straight on here, until we have to divert Taking the Pith (plus his small one) 
and Taylor off on the Mini. Hang around long enough to make sure Mini is 
going the right way then give chase to K9. 
Straight on to the fishhook that appear to have been blown away. Never 
mind, lots of screaming slows the FRBs down so I can divert them left. 
Difficult bit here, great chance of crossing across to the return trail. Deflect 
this by encouraging Wheeze to keep on running. 



Head down CB, C, K9 and Banger keep on going, which allows Grocer to 
correctly go right and back up the hill. 
 
All together we start our way back. It starts off well to begin with, but 
eventually we seem to follow a trail that takes us to the wrong side of a bar. 
S*d it, its this way, around the back of the houses. Grumbles abound, long 
Hash! Nope, only 5 miles so far. Now it’s just follow the back tracks fairly 
straightly to the pub. 
 
So, sunnyish day, dry, confusion between old trails, good distance, Lonely 
losing his phone (rescued by Ratty who found it way out on trail), French 
Mistress trying to recruit Ding Dong as a Hasher, and an amazingly non 
secret Hare. 
 
So what did you think? 

On On :) 
 


